Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for the review of the CRGC Management Plan and for accepting public comment on changes and corrections. I have a couple of minor edits to consider:

**Page 2 - under Legislative History**
"CONCURRANCE" - Concurrence is spelled incorrectly

**Page 4 - under Introduction (and throughout)**
References have been changed to the "National" Scenic Area Act but to be even more accurate, should it be the "Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area Act"? This would reflect that our area is not the only National Scenic Area in the United States.

**Page 259 - The population count of 55,000** in the Gorge is out of date and needs to be corrected throughout the document to represent the current approximate population. Are you intending to list the population only within the NSA? As written it does not reflect that.

**Page 15 / 411 and others - Use of term "Indians"** needs to be changed here and throughout the document. I see in other sections that the term has been adjusted to reflect "Tribal or tribes". I recommend a word search be conducted and all references be changed to the term that the four tribes prefer to be used consistently throughout the document.

**Chapter 3: Indian Treaty Rights and Consultation** the use of "Indian" vs "Tribal" or "Tribes" is very inconsistent. I understand that perhaps some references have to stay in place to reflect the title of specific treaties - but it seems that footnotes could be added if necessary. Again, a word search and new choice of wording reflecting the preference of the tribes should be the priority.

Thank you for your consideration,

---

Tamara Kaufman
Skamania County Resident
tamarakaufman@gmail.com
(509) 637-3340